Cedar City Board of Adjustments Minutes
March 2nd,2O2O

The Cedar City Board of Adjustments held a meeting on Monday, March 2nd ,2020 at 5:15 p.m. in the
City Council Chambers, 10 North Main Street, Cedar City, Utah
PRESENT: Chairperson Ann Powell, Jill Peterson, Janet McCrea, John Ashby, Roger Thomas, Phil
Schmidt, Building Inspector Drew Jackson, Assistant City Attorney Randall McUne, City Planner Don
Boudreaux, Executive Assistant Onjulee Pittser.
EXCUSED: Joe Sanders

OTHERS PRESENT: Robert Bulloch, Carter Wilkey, Derek Bulloch, Colton Francis, Darin Robinson,

Megan Robinson, Bryton Holyoak, Jeff Barney, Donna ?, Conner Atkin, Quinn Allgood, Ryan
Anderson, Alie Robinson, Ryan Ellingford, Misty Anderson
CALL TO ORDER: Ann welcomed everyone and called the meeting to order. Janet lead everyone in

the pledge.
APPROVAL OF MINUTES: Roger motioned to approve the minutes from February; Phil seconds; all
in favor for unanimous decision.
APPROVAL OF FINDINGS OF FACT: Roger motions to approve the Findings of Fact from February;
Phil seconds; all in favor for unanimous decision.
REQUEST FOR HOME OCCUPATION FOR BUSINESS AT 2890 WEST 220 NORTH/INDIGO
ESTHETICS/BRYTON HOLYOAK - Bryton: I am a master esthetician and wanting to get a business
license in my home. Ann: There are some questions that you need to be able to answer. Hopefully,

you've had a chance to look at them.

1.

The home occupation is conducted entirely within the dwelling and is carried on by members
of the family residing in the dwelling. - Ann: Are you going to have an employee? Bryton:
No.

2.

The home occupation does not involve the use of any accessory buildings.

3.

No commercial vehicles are used except one delivery truck which does not exceed one (1) ton
capacity. - Bryton: No.

- Bryton:

No.

4. The home occupation does not include a drive through. - Bryton: No.
5.

The home occupation is clearly incidental and secondary to the use of the dwelling for
dwelling purposes. - Ann: In other words, this is your home, and this is just on the side.

Bryton: Yes.

6.
7.

Do you intend

to have

a sign for

the business?

- Bryton:

No.

Not more than the equivalent of 25olo of the ground floor area of the dwelling is devoted to
the home occupation. - Drew:We've been on site and the ground floor area is707 sq. ft. The
use of the home occupation would be 132 sq.ft. Well within those requirements.
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- Ann:
get
go
it.
and
assume you haven't gotten one yet, so once you're approved here you can

g.

I

The activities in connection with the home occupation are not contrary to the objectives and
characteristics of the zone in which the home occupation is located. - Ann: In other words,
you're not going to have people coming at all hours of the night or changing the look of the
neighborhood. Bryton: No.

,10.

Off-street parking will be provided. - Ann: Does she have enough parking? Drew: Yes. They
need 3.5 and they have 4. They're good.

1L <Does not apply>
12.

<Does not apply>

13.

radius from the boundary of the Eoposed home occupation. - Ann: Has she done that
Randall? Randall:The answer is yes, but l'll have her confirm that. She's in a new subdivision
and some of the address don't match what they think they are. l'll let her confirm that she did
notify those people. Bryton: Yes. I did go notify, but they weren't aware of their address yet
and it is a new subdivision. Randall: The County's records have different addresses
depending on which document you read. Ann: ls there anyone here that doesn't want to see
this in their neighborhood? Can I have someone make a motion?

*Janet motions to APPROVE home occupation. Jill seconds. All in favor for unanimous decision.
REQUEST FOR HOME OCCUPATION FOR BARBERSHOP LOCATED AT 2633 N.4OO W./JO'S

BARBERSHOP/JOHAHN WADE

wny (oto

nnn.

- Applicant did not show;

item tabled until later date.

Buggtesrrtncg'tu co ltwY solccruo ttc/colrtrueR RTKIN - Conner: lt',s the old

Mr. Bubbles carwash on College Way and Hwy. 56. We want to demo the building and set the
building where it flows better, and the variance calls for 20'from the setback lane of the property
and we need 10'2" on one portion of the building and the rest is 12'6' . The building on the South
side of the property is 10'-12' offthe line. The existing building sits by the pump house and we'd
demo it and put the building through the tunnel and back up. There'd be nothing there on that side.
(References made from the exhibit submitted byTagg'N Go)
1

.

Literal enforcement of the zoning ordinance would cause an unreasonable hardship for the
applicant that is not necessary to carry out the general purpose of the zoning ordinance' C'onner: On the North side by the City's pumphouse, we could try to put the tunnel there, but
there's an easement for the pumphouse. The only other place would be on that South side,
because of the triangular shape, it doesn't work any other way. 21.60lo of the property is
covered in easements along the North side for the pumphouse, then there's a25' easement
for the housing development on the South side and we keep that intact. By doing this we
keep all uasurents. lt would be concrete in that easement and it would be easier for the City
to get to the pumphouse than where it sits now. That building would be gone and
coicreted to the vacuum area. The easements are21ol0, the total buildable area outside the
easement is only 55olo of the property. We have 0.9 acres and the only buildable is 0.45
outside of the easement and setback. Ann: Does that count? Randall:The question is
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whether or not it's an unreasonable hardship. I'm assuming you can answer the question to
why what's currently there would not work for your business. Conner: Yes. We tried to do it
on the North side before we came 2 years ago, and we couldn't because of the easement. So,
we went to the left side where it's currently at, and because of how the site lays, that's as big
as we could get it. We're to the point where we need to knock it down. lt's a 15-year-old
concrete building. For our business it's an unusual hardship because of the triangular shape
and the total length of it. John: Do you own the property? Conner: We've owned it since the
first part of 2014. Phil: Nothing is built on the easement. lt's there so the City can take
vehicles to work. Drew:That's how I understand it. Phil: You could utilize that space. You
have a curb there and people coming in and off of 200 N. Conner: They'll come into the 2 pay
stations. Phil: Where's your exit? Conner: On the West side. They'll pull in through this
easement and come up to the pay stations. They'll go through, exit and they'll have to come
back. We'll have to close that access off. lt'll be about a 1oo/o grade out of there, so we don't
want people flying out of there. Phil: That's a benefit to the City to close that access. You're
going to be driving over the easement anyway. And they're coming back out through the
same easement. John: The entry way is off of 200 N. Conner: And the exit. The College Way
one we have to abandon. Phil: ls there access to the apartments? Conner:Yes. That
easement on the backside is for the apartments. They have 2 accesses on College Way. Phil:
What does the spacing need to be? Drew: lt needs to be 20'from a residential zone. Phil:
Even if there's a restriction wall? Drew: I don't read the ordinance that way. Conner: ls there
part of it that says unless it's a fire-resistant wall or something? l'd read that. Phil: ls there a
wall there now? Roger: Yes. A block wall. Phil: Are you leaving it in place? Conner: Yes. The
whole building will be block with stucco. Phil: How far is your curb from the curb of the
easement? Conner: There's a fence there now and this is the electrical for the building.
There's no curb there now. lt's plain asphalt and fence. Phil:This curb doesn't exist. What's
the space? Conner:25' both ways. lf we move it over 8', that's where our hardship comes.
You can't have double weight traffic. Phil: Reduce that down to 17'. Roger: lt was about 2
years ago when the property changed hands. How does that fit with pre-existing conditions?
The property was purchased with the understanding that easements and setbacks were in
place since then. ls that addressable? Randall: You're looking at 2 different sides. One is
non-conforming use. Are we potentially expanding something there? | don't know if the
current use is non-conforming. With regards to the rest, where they're purchasing the
property with what already sits on the land, you buy it with all the good and the bad. There is
some case law that gives strong weight to when you purchase a property, you buy it with all
the downsides. There's some case law that says when you purchase property, you purchase
what the previous owner had. The previous owner could have made a complaint. You could
give him the same authority to do that now. Decide which one plays a bigger role. When the
tire shop on 200 N. decided to purchase the property and change the building. The State of
Utah had taken 5'to widen 200 N. and the board said you shouldn't have to change your
whole structure because the State took a portion of your land. We've had both
considerations. I don't know what the history is on these easements, if we forced it or that
may have been part of the consideration that the State didn't give them a choice. Conner:
When Darwin owned it, the easement on the pumphouse, I think he granted that as part of
being a good citizen with the City. Phil: lf you go back and do a bit of changing, a little
different engineering, change a few curbs, lthink you could move it out and still comply with
that. Bring the curb closer to the building. Conner: My engineer can speak to this, but the
only difference is the setback and he's still trying to meet the landscaping requirement. Phil:
It's all in the easement for the pumphouse. You don't need to add more. Conner: lf we move
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it out 20', we're losing 8'from the where the design is now along the whole property that's
300' long. Phil: lf it's not acceptable to stay at 1 0', you could tweak that on the engineering. I
think you could get there. Conner: The main thing the engineer had put is basically, the
reduced setback along the South property line is 10' and make the site design function
properly. Could we push that? Yes, but you're getting rid of vacuums, employee parking
stalls because we'd have to move it 8'over. Phil: You could park in a 20'space behind the
building. Quinn Allgood: lf you did that you wouldn't be able to park behind the building
because of the flow and angles of the vacuums. Phil: l'm saying for the employees. Drew:
Parking would be allowed in the rear setback. Conner: lsn't a stall normallyl8' deep? At 20'
you could line up along the building if someone's in the middle to get out. To be able to pull
in and turn you're not going to have enough room with a 20'setback. Drew:You're talking
about the circulation within the site. Quinn: Yes. We have talked to our engineer multiple
times how to make this work to the best of everyone's benefit. Phil: Basically, your hardship is
the easements that were already existing when the property was purchased. We love
business and to see you succeed; however, the easements were already existing. I don't know
if that's a legitimate hardship. Quinn: lt's an irregular triangular shape as far as a hardship.
The access on 200 N. is limited to where you come in and out. Phil: What's causing part of
your hardship is that you would have to close access off College Way, forcing you to come
back the other way. lf you didn't have that, then you wouldn't have to go back and keep that
ata24'space. The approach closing offCollege Way is making it, so you have to widen it to
allow 2-way traffic, which restricts moving the building back because of the space to run 2way traffic. Maybe that's a hardship we can look at. Randall: What's forcing us to close off
College Way? Conner:When you have a building like this, it pulls you through it, so for every
20'we have to go up 1". This goes up 8", so coming out of the tunnel, it's going to be a 1070
grade. We want to make it a smoother transition from exit to vacuum. Phil: lf you moved it
about 30'towards 200 N. and change the location, cars can come out there. You still have
room for vacuum space on the far side. lf you move the approach down and close that one,
you could narrow up the 2-way access and that would probably work. You wouldn't need an
ordinance change. You could make it fit. Conner:Are you saying come in from College Way?
Phil: No. Come in where you plan to and go out on College Way. Conner: We can't, due to
the grade. Phil: You're moving your approach down towards 200 N. I don't know how much
closer the State will allow you. lf you move the approach to offset your grade, then you
wouldn't have to have 2-way traffic. Conner: A lot of people like to come around and use the
vacuums. There may be 30%o of the people could do that, but the majority like to use them
and leave. You'd still have the 2-way. Phil: Do you have to have 25'7 ls it required? Conner: I
think it's just maintaining the function of the property so it's not tight and avoid hitting
someone driving the other way. Otherwise that building moved over 8', you're taking out of
that road on the East side of the property. Phil: ls there any exception Drew? Drew: No. The
ordinance is specific; 20'from residential. Phil: Could they take it to City Council? Ann: I don't
know. The problem is you don't have to improve your business. This business could stay like
it is and be ok. For us, that's where we're struggling. This doesn't have to be done. To make
money and be profitable is not a hardship. This business has run this way for 15 years and it
can continue to run this way. You want to improve your business, but it's not a necessity.
Conner: ls there any hardship on the easement to the Nonh side, due to the fact we can't
build another tunnel there? They need access and that was denied 2years ago, because they
said they need the access for pumphouse. We're trying to maintain the flow. Phil: You have
more room in the space. Conner: There's a 12' drop offthere. Phil: lf you move this down
you can get rid of a couple of these spots, move the curb in. I think it would work. Conner:
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When one person is backing out, they'll hit the other guy backing out. We're trying to avoid
collisions. You're saying to move the vacuums on the North side further down. Phil:You say
you have 25'between the 2 proposed curbs. lf you can adjust one or both curbs, took out 8',
that'd put you down to 17'. lf you could adjust your curb space 3'and get up to 20', you'd be
ok to go back and forth. Conner: lf we move it, the building will be on this line. What he's
saying is to move this curb over and we're saying it will be a one-way instead of a 2-way. Phil:
lf you could get to 20', maybe 18' or 19', that would give you 5'. Quinn: We can't access the
easement untilthe cars go through. This easement is completely open where they won't
have any issues trying to get to the pumphouse. Phil: The setback is what's getting you.
Drew: What he was suggesting is put the College Way access here, but I don't know what
UDOT would say. That's the low point of the slope, right? From a UDOT standpoint, I don't
know what their limitations are. Phil: lf you could move that then you gain 10' more. lt might
be tighter to make the turn, but you could still leave this access. Conner: lf you tried to drive
out of the car wash now, you'd get hit. Every summer someone with a trailer hits that
building because it's too tight. Roger: We're trying to come up with solutions. Phil: Yes.
We're trying to help you, but we're held by the ordinance. What's our other option? Conner:
I remember something saying if it's fireproof. We're not 20', but it is block. lt's not like it's a
stick building. ls cinder block rated fireproof? Drew: They're talking about the building itself
when they talk about fire ratings and building code. So, if there's an incident that spreads
fire, the flammability index will be lessened. Randall: *Reference Ordinonce 26-3-13(E)(l). lf
you were dealing with a commercial property, you could go down to a zero-lot line, but the
way it's worded it doesn't matter how fire resistant it is; if it's residential, it has to be 20'.
Conner: Does residential have to be 20'offthe property line too on the other side? I don't
think that building is off our property line. The biggest problem is the slope of the ground
where l'd have to climb 8". Phil: Maybe you could move it over, pipe that ditch and surface
over the top. There's a lot of space between the easement and the curb sidewalk on 200 N.
You'd have to stay back from the intersection, but you could use it for parking space. You
might have to put a concrete pipe in. Conner: The property on 200 N. is just landscape. Phil:
You could change it. lf you move the building to that side, you could come all the way to the
wall for driving stuff. Roqer: The challenge is that the property was purchased with all of
these in place. Conner: We've owned itfor 7 years. Roger: I thought you made the reference
that you purchased it a couple years ago. Conner:We rebranded it a couple years ago. We've
had it since the end of 2013. John:The questions is what exists now that didn't exist then?
What has changed? We're trying to accommodate a change for a piece of property where
you've had a business that has been in existence. lt's the same way it's always been, and you
want to change the format. Conner: We bought it as a self-serve, but self-serves are going
out of business. We're trying to stay ahead. Phil: You need the space. Don't worry about the
deep ditch. Put a concrete pipe in, cover it up and use it for driving space. The dirt can
handle landscaping. You'll have to be creative and utilize that and put your building on the
other side and give you 10' more to drive in. Conner: Will the City let us do that? They've
been against that easement. We're trying to stay away from it as much as possible. Phil:you
can drive through an easement. lt will help them if you pipe this underneath the road. lt'd
keep them from flooding. Drew: l'll have to talk to the engineering department. Phil: lt's
doable. You'd get rid of that hole. Now, if you stay with your design, it doesn't look good.
John: Dealing with the City, we understand that. What Phil's saying is it would be an
advantage to the City and to you to have it covered up. Conner: Does it go to a vote at this
point? Ann: We've gotten to the first question and it's usually the one we can't get past.
Janet: Could Drew comment on Phil's option to put that pipe? Would that be something for
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the building department to approve? Drew: l'd refer to engineering. Roger: I would suggest
we table it for a month, do some research, get with engineering if that's what you want io do
and come back here. Phil: There's a ditch that runs across the backside of the apartments and
comes down to the pump house and splits out. Pipe it from where it's at, down to the culvert
that crosses 56, then, you should be able to utilize that space. You wouldn't be able to build
on it, but you can use it for parking or drive on it. lt would give you more access and you
could keep your approach on College Way where it is. Utilize that space by the wallfor access
and parking , then come in from 200 N. and in from College Way. Connen I think we've tried
to lay it out that way. From the top of the property, the bottom is a 6'drop, maybe more.
Quinn: lt's more like 10'-15'. Conner: What it really comes down to is trying to make it
function properly. We could throw a building up, but you're doing a 4-point turn, where this
way's a straight shot on. Phil: You could have a straight shot on the other side. Almost the
same turn radius, just changing your position of the building. Ann: We can table it and you
can come back next month, or we can vote right now. Conner: lf you table it and it doesn't
work on the building, we're still at the same point. Randall: You could bring back additional
information that may change the board's mind about the hardship. Janet: you could talk to
engineering at the City about the option that Phil proposed. Ann: Do you want to table it?
Conner: Yes. Ann: We'll give you a month or two, then let us know so we can get you on the
agenda. Our problem is you don't have to change your building. lt's still a functioning
business. Quinn: Does it depend on if the business was actually in business? lf it wasn't,
would it be a totally different hardship? lf we let property go and somebody were to buy it.
Ann:They would have the same problem, because they would know going into it that it has
the easement and issues. Quinn: I know that cities don't like places to be abandoned either.
lf it was abandoned, the City would grant a hardship on this. Ann: But not this board. you
may need to go to City Council. We're limited on what we can do here. Let's table it, go back
to your engineer possibly. Take another look, talk to the City and hopefully we'll see you
back.
REOUEST FOR VARIANCE TO OFFSET IRRIGATION PIPE FOR BUSINESS LOCATED AT 1 1O W. 535
S./TRf PLE S POLARIS/COITON FRANCIS - (References made from exhibit submitted by Triple S potaris)

Ann: I need to let you all know that builder is my son-in-law. l've spoken to him and Tim Watson
about this. Colton: We bought the old D.l. building 2 years ago, moved in last year. The problem
we've run into is we have 3 public roads touching our property. We're looking to build a shop for our
mechanics. The yellow highlighted building was our original plan. With the process of finding a
spot for it, we went to all the engineers. We heard there was a pipe under the parking lot. That's
highlighted in blue. We would have been in compliance with the offsets on the NW corner; however,
we have to relocate it. Phil: How big is the pipe? Colton: 18". Phil: What kind of pipe is it? Colton:
lrrigation. Phil: What's it made out of? Colton: PVC. lt's going from the NW to SW. Phil: ls this part
of the Lake at the Hills water? Colton: Yes. Highlighted in green is the proposed location. lt's 50'
wide by 90'long and 500 sq.ft. To stay in compliance with offsets of the pipe, we are requesting a
variance for the offset of the building on the South end from 20' to 5' to maintain the remaining
compliances. Phil: Why don't you move the pipe? Colton: Nobody wants to take responsibility for it,
and nobody knows who put it there. We've heard that the City may want to take over possession in
the future. I don't want to be responsible for the pipe. Phil:The City uses it now. This line is what
irrigates the schools and comes from Lake at the Hills, then the water goes down to Canyon View.
Colton: ls that my responsibility if that pipe were to fail or have issues if I moved it? Phil: lf you were
to move it, you may have a 1-year warranty. Colton: That's what we're here for. We're looking to
change that and not have to relocate the pipe.
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1. Literal enforcement of the zoning ordinance would cause an unreasonable

hardship for the
applicant that is not necessary to carry out the general purpose of the zoning ordinance.
Robert Bulloch: l'm the building contractor. We've done research on this and brought it to
project review. Kit stopped me and said there's an irrigation pipe that goes through the
property. He had it shown on the map and it went through the property. We spent days up
there and couldn't find the pipe. We had to witch it. We found the pipe on the South side of
the road. There was a rain gutter pipe that went into that and we had to take the pipe off and
shove a camera up the pipe back toward the Polaris dealership and it had a lot of mud in it. lt
wouldn't go through. Phil: That doesn't make sense. lf that's an irrigation pipe, it's
pressurized. Robert: lt's not a pressured line. lt's the irrigation ditch that comes out of Cedar
Canyon that irrigates allthe gardens on the West side of town by the high school. Phil: So, it's
not the line that feeds the school. That's a pressured line. Robert: No. The South and West
irrigation company had a ditch that went up there. Phil: So, it doesn't have water all the
time. Robert: No. lt's only used in the spring and through the gardening season. Phil: I know
they've been working on taking some of those out. Who's the president of the irrigation
company? Robert: Dan Dotson's the V.P. I know. lthink it's the City Attorney. Phil: The City
bought a bunch of shares. Carter Wilkey: lt's Paul Bittmenn. Ann: ls it Paul Bittmenn?
Carter: lt was. I don't know if he still is. Robert: Halterman's on the other one. I thought he
said it was the City Attorney. Randall: He's the City Manager now, but it is Paul Bittmenn.
Phil: lf this is only an irrigation line, you could move it easy. Robert:The only thing is if you
try to move it, you take it West, then you have to take it to the South, you're not going to have
the grade. And the S&W Field lrrigation Company said they're not going to do that on their
dime.. Phil:You'd have to pay for it. Robert: lthink it's a hardship to him to have to move the
pipe when we can adjust the building. We've already adjusted it on the back like it's 28' off
the back-property line. Because of where the pipe location is, Tim suggested we get an
easement through there if the City ever takes over the irrigation ditch. Ann: lt's the same
problem as the last people. Jill: lt doesn't seem that they knew about the pipe when they
purchased the property. Randall:Was there any reference in the recorded documents to this
drainage easement pipe running through? Robert: There's an easement there, but it was
grandfathered in with the irrigation ditch that went through before they started covering it
up and putting pipes in. The City didn't have any record of where the pipe was. lt was 20'
farther to the West. Kit had his surveyor come up and he located it. Phil: Was there anything
showing the pipe when you bought the property? Colton: No. Carter: I represented the sale
on this building. Before the current owners, it was owned by the Demille family. The father,
who built the building and was involved in the bearing of this pipe at the time, has passed
away. ltalked to the children who did the sale and they had no idea the pipe existed. They
didn't disclose it because they didn't know it was there. Janet: You didn't find out until
sketch/review and Kit told you about it. Robert: After project review, we were getting ready
to leave and Kit came out of the office with a map where the City shows the irrigation line.
We spent a lot of time trying to find this. They didn't put a wire through it when they buried
it. Johnny Orton buried it on the South side of the street behind the old Albertson's store but
not across the street. We couldn't figure out who buried it. Everyone from S&W lrrigation
Company has died. Tom Cardon was over it once, and he could have told us, but he's passed
away now. Janet: That was after you purchased the property? Colton:Yes. Robert: That was
last month. Janet: How long have you had the property? Colton:2 years. Phil: lt's not like
the first one. From our understanding, they knew full well there were easements on the
property. This situation you nor your realtor didn't know, so you would have no reason to talk
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to the City, because you can't see any pipes coming in or out. In this case, this could be a
legitimate hardship on the property. Roger: lt's related to the Southwest Plumbing building
we did not too long ago where they had a power easement and we had to allow the power
company to be within 5' of the street. Ann: Does that work Randall? Randall: lf I have to
uphold this in court, is there something preventing you from moving the new building North
and East? Colton: Just staying in compliance with parking. We need a certain amount of
parking stalls. Randall: ls there parking to the East of the building? Colton: The yellow
highlighted doesn't exist, but on the NE corner there will be parking stalls there. Janet: Could
you have parking there in the yellow part? Colton: No. lt's a 5'elevation change. There's also
a loading ramp that dives down 8'for semis. John: What if you flip it around? Colton: There's
telephone poles. Janet:Where the yellow building is, I know you can't build there, but you
could park there right? Colton: That's where the elevation changes. lt wouldn't meet the
code for ADA. Drew: ADA referring to parking? Colton: Yes. Ann: There's an elevation drop
there. Drew: lf I look at the corner of 535 S. and 1 50 W., it looks to me like you've drawn in
something. Colton: That's where the fence is 30' offset. Drew: How about the triangle?
Colton:That will be landscaping. Drew: There's an ordinance that there might be a sight
constraint on those 2 streets. I believe it's a 30x30 site triangle. Colton: That's exactly what it
is. Phil:Are you sure this pipe's being used? lt doesn't look like it from the lochs down below
you further North. Colton: All our neighbors said it is. The valve is on our property. Robert:
There's 2 pipes that go through there. On this angle, it goes across 150 W. on the corner and
it goes over to 600 S. into the curb right above Mumford's house and goes into the ditch. The
other line is where the property line is and goes straight West, and it crosses 150 W. and it
does all the houses North of 535 S. The valve he's talking about is the one that goes E to W,
not SW. Ann: Can we use that as a hardship? Randall: Based on what's been described,
could probably get that supported in court. Once you have a hardship it doesn't end the
question is if it's reasonable or unreasonable. How much parking do they have and what
would it take to use a portion if not all of it? lf you put in another row, you'd still be granting
the variance; maybe not 15' but 10 '. lf any of that can be shifted a little bit to reduce the
amount of variance that has to be granted. Robert:When Tim set this up, we were 8'away
from pipe. Phil: Did you find both sides for sure? Colton: Yes. We found one on the NE
corner of the green building. Robert:Tim suggested we have it away from there in case there
was ever an easement there and somebody needed to get in to work on it. We could slide
that building closer to the pipe. They said they could design the building to go over the top
of the pipe, but that's not smart. Phil: I think as long as you have the easement from the
existing pipe to protect you and them, it would put you at least 8-10'away. You have your
points then you could pull a line on it to know where it is. Robert: The City has that now.
Phil: Did anyone look at it? Physically seen both sides? Colton: Yes. Watson Engineering was
doing soiltesting on both ends. Randall: The original design was to put a building in that
location. We wondered if you could put parking there and you're indicating that the slope
would be too great. Colton: Yes. We would have had to land fill it. Phil: Why couldn't you
put block behind the curb? Drew: I guess I don't understand why if you can't put a building
and not put in parking. Colton: You can. You'd have to raise the elevation. Find the path of
least resistance. Phil: You could block and build that. Colton:This will solve doing a couple
of those things. Robert:The farther we slide it to the North, the farther East the building will
have to come. lt'll create a hardship because the fence is there. Randall:What's the
minimum width for in and out that you need to get between those 2 buildings? ls there
spacing between the corners of the 2 buildings? Robert:We'd have to put in a trap there. We
were g-oing to put it on the North side of the building and run the sewer to the West. We do
I
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need to have some room for someone that has to service it or clean it out. Ann: Even if they
put the parking where the yellow is, they can't move that far to the North because of the pipe.
Randall: lf they move North and East and follow the line, what stops them moving it even 5'?
When we grant a variance, we don't have to grant exactly what they're asking for. We can
grant what we think the hardship justifies. Colton: When does the fire code for parking come
into play? That's 24'. Randall: What's the distance between those 2 corners? Colton: 27'-28'.
Randall: lf there's a minimum of what we're asking for, say 24', and he's sitting at27' is there
something from stopping him? We haven't broken ground yet. Our fire code would want
them to move it 3' and that shrinks it from having to be a 15'variance to a 12'. lt sounds like
we've found the hardship, but we only want to take that as far as the hardship justifies. Phil:
You're saying from 535 S. you're willing to go 12'. Randall: That decision is yours. lf it's taken
to court and the board finds the hardship only justifies 1 2' not 1 5', it could be a problem.
Roger: Randall is saying to take the green square and move it North and East so the corner to
corner distance is 24'then that would be not 12'exactly. Phil: And that would get them off
the street. Janet: lt gets them 8' instead of 5'. Jill: lt seems that we need an exact
measurement to make that decision, wouldn't we? Janet: What about changing the
configuration of the building and making it square instead of rectangular? Colton: Our
requirement with Polaris is we need a certain number of bays and space for oil. Randall:The
building size is the one initially brought to project review. I looked at that as wellto possibly
shrink it. We were looking at approving it until the pipe came up based on that same size.
That would help me as well if I had to take it to court. They're not asking for anything more.
Ann: Could you move it North and East? Colton:We'd probably have 3'-4'. Roger: What
about rotating the building? Colton:We have; however, there's power lines on the East side
of the green building that go to the shopping center. Ann: Randall says we could have them
move NE, still grant the variance but it's not as big. Drew: Would it help to see a proposed
site plan? Colton: Have them redraw this? Randall: Just the measurements of what it would
be. Phil: lt would be better to see behind the sidewalk and the 2 buildings. Actually, show all
the measurements allthe way around. We could make it work. Robert: He's trying to say a
place where they store their new machines in crates and the best place to store them is on the
North side of building. You don't want them stacked up too tall. Colton: So, we need to draw
up some more plans? Randall:Yes. You'll want to put in exactly the space you need. We
don't know the exact measurements. Robert: Where the proposed building sits, it's relatively
flat there and it fits on the lot better and then it drops off and it's been asphalted. North of
the yellow building, there's a ramp they built for the D.l. Colton: lt's an 8'drop to meet the
back of a semi. Ann: I think we'd feel more comfortable if you did that. We know there's a
hardship, but if there's an option to not make the variance quite so extreme, we could go for
that. We'lltable this and see you next month. Randall: You can't make an ultimate decision
to table it until you address the next 4 questions.

2.

There are special circumstances attached to the proErty that do not generally apply to other
properties in the same district. - Ann: Obviously the pipe is that and we're good there.

3.

Granting the variance is essential to the enjoyment of a substantial property right possessed
by other property in the same district. - Ann: l'm assuming we're ok there too.

4.

The variance

will not substantially affect the general plan and will not be contrary to the
public interest. - Ann: I think we're ok with that as well.
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5.

The spirit of the zoning ordinance is observed, and substantialiustice is done. - Ann: We'll
feel better once we have that information. Roger: Before we table it, could we talk about
moving the building and putting in a requirement that they submit the revised site plan to
building and engineering for approval? | imagine their project's on hold until this is settled.
Randali: Legally, yes. We have granted variances with certain conditions put in place, as long
as your condition is specific enough for building and engineering to enforce it. You could say
you would grant the variance with the condition the buildings be24' separated at their
closest corners and shifting the building NE until it reaches that point. Roger: I motion to
approve the variance with the condition that the building be moved to the NE until the fire
corridor between the 2 buildings reduces to the minimum allowed by fire code. And you
would need to submit a full site plan to building department for review. Drew: When we say
that's 24' onthe fire code, are we talking about the parking access or building to building?
Let me rephrase. Fire code specifically or circulation for parking? That's 2 different things.
Randall: lt's best to list both. They'd want to access it. Phil: Are we legal on both at 24'?
Dt"ralr I don't know the fire code that well. Colton: The fire chief came over and said it was
24' , regardless if it's fence or building. Roger: I think we can reference fire code as separation
betweln the 2 buildings and take out the 24'and allow proper circulation for parking.

*Roger motions to APPROVE variance with conditions; Phil seconds; all in favor for unanimous
decision.

t-oiAreo nr ggs n. 60o w.lonRlN a rilecnN noglNsott (References made from exhibit submitted
zoned R-3-M. lt's
Ay ttn no1insons) - Darin Robinson: We have the property under contract. lt's

clrrently a single dwelling with plumbing in the basement. Our intent with the property is to
convertit to a iuplex. Th; realtor informid us that it's properly zoned. Looking into the details-we
found our frontage is 4' short of the required 70'. The area of the lot is 288 sq. ft. and it's short of the
total acreage required for a duplex. We're 3olo short on the area and 6% short on the frontage.
parking is a concern in Cedar City with the student housing. On-street parking is a concern. We feel
*" .u,ir.et the general intent of the ordinance and frontage providing off-street parking. Thewill be
parking stalls, which
maps that show h-ow the current concrete driveway will accommodate 4
5 parking
enough for duplex housing. lf we took out the 18' x2'rose bed, we could accommodate
to
opportunity
give
an
them
and
stalls.-Our intent for purchasing this property were our married kids
property
put in sweat r"nt und finish the basement, put a kitchen in downstairs and become the
We're here
,,.'unug.r, for reduced rent. They'd then rent the basement to other like-minded couples.
yard
enough
still
to ask for a variance. The home is smaller than other homes in the area. There's
of the neighborhood'
area to accommodate 2 married couples and maintain the overall aesthetics
rented to single
it
was
The neighbors to the South ur" good with it. To the north of the home,
familycollegeltudents and they *"rui't too crazy about that. We'd like to maintain more of the
10-12 years of kids
orienied neighborhood. We went to SUU and had similar circumstances. We see
will be one
attending Stiu and like to try to make housing more affordable. Ann: So, the upstairs
the
upurtr.it and the downstairs another? Darin:Yes, Ann:You're short space on what?isDarin:On
for
allow
to
flontage. lt,s 70, I believe and we're short 4'on frontage. I assume the purpose of that
parking. Jangt:
adequite parking for the R-3-M zoning. We'll accommodate that with off-street
may be referring
You
Yes.
you,re not changing tf," footprint of tie building. lt's just 4' short. Darin:
for the required acreage
to the area of the oJerall parcel, which is 288' short. we're about 6% short
unit; it's 9,000 sq'ft'
a
single
for
lot
for a duplex. Drew: In an R-3 zone, it's 6,000 sq.ft. required on a
in the 1950s and
for 2 units. That's *h"ru they're short. Megan Robinson: This one was built
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divided before the zoning ordinances were in place. Phil: We had one of these a while ago. The guy
had 2 houses and he was short on the frontage. We don't remember what happened. Randall:
There were a number of issues more complicated than this case. He came and got approvalto build
an addition. The 2nd house was supposed to be attached to the 1't house, but he never attached
them. He built over the property line. He had issues with the width of the property and setback
problems. Becauseofthewaythehousewasbuiltitwasonlylike6'-10' fromonecornerofone
house to the corner of the other. Ann: He wanted to separate them into 2 lots. Randall: We've had 2
cases that I know. We've had one that came in regard to width and the other was for area. lt was
another 66'lot and the board granted it. There was a small issue with one being 3'from a property
line. This was granted in 2016. We had an area one and that was denied, because it was a relatively
recent subdivision and all the homes around it were going to be duplexes or twin homes and the sub
divider mis measured, and it was 60'shy. lf I recall, the case that I referred to at the time was
Chambers v. Smithfield. This has some of the language that Roger referred to buying it as is. One
thing they talked about was "to grant a variance allowing building on a smaller lot than is required
by the zoning ordinance, simply because the applicant has purchased a smaller lot would make a
mockery of the zoning plan. This Court will not condone such results". I think that is why they
denied the area variance on the previous incident. The width one was a very long lot. lt was only 66'
wide but it was 200'deep. lt had enough area to put 3 dwelling units on it based on the way the
ordinance was written at the time. We've gone one way on width and one way on area based on
different circumstances. Roger: You bought the lot knowing these things. Randall:They're under
contract. Roger: You want to make sure before you finalize that you can go one way or another.
Darin: lt depends. lt's a ripple effect of who we're buying the lot from. She's in a tight spot. We have
to make that decision.
pg.

1. Literal enforcement

of the zoning ordinance would cause an unreasonable hardship for the
applicant that is not necessary to carry out the general purpose of the zoning ordinance. Ann: lt's in an older area of town. Do we have other rental units set up this exact same way in
these little houses? Jill: There's one on Mountain View. Ryan Ellingford: What do you
consider the district? Within a couple blocks I have seen a few duplex homes in there.
Randall: Do we know if they have similar width and area problems? Jill: I thought you were
asking if single family homes converted to a duplex. Ann: There has to be ones in this area.
l'm wondering if they have the same setback and problems as this. Drew: ls it the one unit on
the right that would get converted? Darin:Yes. Drew: What are the existing setbacks? Once
we intensify the use of the lot, we'll have to address a few things. Do you know what the
setbacks are? Have you got at least 25' in front? Ryan: From where the grass starts to the
sidewalk there's 30'. Drew: How about on the sides? Ryan: l'm not sure, but from the edge of
the grass to the fence there's 18'. Drew: This is all part of the building line, correct? Ryan:
This is a carport. Drew: We should be covered there. In the back do you have at least 30'?
Ryan: Yes. Drew: On the proposed duplex, what's the total # of bedrooms that would be
upstairs? Darin:2. Drew: Downstairs? Darin:2. Drew:You'd have a total of 4 parking stalls
required. The ordinance says we can only go 2 deep, correct? Randalt: Yes. How wide is the
driveway? Darin: lt's 16', but we can make it 18'. Phil: Do you have space in the back of the
house? Darin: Yes. Megan: We could take out the rose bushes and make that concrete.
Roger: Would it change anything if we called it an apartment rather than duplex? Drew: lt
would. lf you say apartment, it would become IBC instead of IRC and that would trigger
sprinklers, ADA, and a site obscuring fence around the whole lot. Once you change into the
commercial code, they're considered a commercial project. The driveway needs to be at least
3'off the property line. Darin: We'd have to take out some grass. Drew: How deep are you in
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the front? Darin:30'. Drew:We're still in a tough spot. We'd have to have to have 36'for
parking in the front. Phil: Put them in the back. Randall: You could use the front driveway to
access it. Drew: lsit24'wide? Darin: I don't think we could make that get past the house.
Drew: We're not trying to create challenges. Roger: What about hammerhead parking of the
right of the driveway? You would park parallelto the house and street.
You could fit 2
in there. Roger: Take the grass out. Keep the curb the way it is. Ryan: Could you take one
and have 4 then only 2 levels of parking? Drew: lt's access. Once you've parked one, it would
block the other 2. Randall: You can block off no more than 2 in a row. That one spot blocks 3
different spots. Ryan: You could pull one through. ls that going to be the 24' issue? Darin:
You could do side by side. The last sheet of the packet shows that option. lt shows 5 stalls.
This shows both options. The first one doesn't work where there are 4 end to end, or 2 side by
side, or 2 in front of the side by side if you were to remove one of those. lt shows 5 parking
spaces and how they fit there. lf you take the farthest end to end parking space, you'd have 2
side by side and 2 off-street. Drew:We can take a look at that and see what we can do. Ann:
Would that solve the problem? ls parking the biggest problem? Drew: Parking is an issue.
Randall: Parking, width and area. We've done the 66'width one. You're seeing the issues
with not enough width, because if you had 4' more, it'd be easy to get the extra width. We
haven't granted the area in the past. Drew: What's the actual area of it? 9,000' is required.
Darin: 8,712'. Randall: They're 288' shy. Phil: Can you buy a piece from the neighbor? Darin:
I don't know. Phil: You'd only have to go a few feet. lf you could buy 4', you'd be legal. Jill:
Can a driveway go right to the property line? Drew: Driveway is supposed to be 3'. Randall:
They wouldn't be able to get any closer. Jill: lf you take out the rose bushes, then you're right
out to property line. Darin: We'd have to push it into the grass, which is fine. Drew: lf the
conversion is going to happen, it needs to comply with current code. Firewall separation
between upper and lower units as well as everything complying with the 2015 IRC meaning
egress windows. Darin: They've done that in the basement. They've put in the egress
windows. Drew:The horizontal separation as well. Darin: I doubt it's been done. Roger:
Apartment is out because taking it to IBC is a bad choice. What if it was a boarding house and
they were going to let rooms not a duplex? Drew: IRC is for 1-2 family dwellings and
townhomes. Boarding homes with go back to IBC as well. Roger: lf they have a family with
an extra room and they lease it out, not in the zoned and commercial sense, but they will
lease out their basement. Drew: Are you saying just a SFH with a long-term rental? Roger:
Yes. Drew: We want to see the definition of SFH. Then, we'll go into the definition of family
with no more than 4 unrelated guests. We'd have to take a look at that. Jill: We may have
discussed it in planning commission. Phil: You're talking about family now, aren't you?
Drew: lf they're all related. Phil: Why change it? Drew: They could do it as a single unit. Then
it's only 2 parking stalls. Ann: I know these 2 are going to live in one piece, but were you
going to rent out the other piece? Darin: Our intent was to rent out the basement. Phil:
There's a few issues you're facing to change it to a duplex. Width, space and area. Roger:
Possibly leasing a room and not calling it a separate living unit. lt stays SFH and you'll rent out
the bedrooms. A common kitchen may be an option to save you from all your improvements.
lf the board grants it, there's still substantial improvements to do. Darin: I appreciate your
ideas. Ann:As a long-term rental, could they make people move out and back in every
semester? Randatl: lf we treat it as a rental dwelling, we're not going to verify. We have
different arrangements where they may have their kid in there and rent the room to someone
else. As long as they don't have more than 4 unrelated guests. We've counted a married child
as one because they're a family. You'd have to tweak it a little bit. Ann: l'm assuming you
were going to use a separate meter system. Was the basement going to have its own gas
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meter and water? Darin: Whatever's required by code. Randall: Twin homes do require it,
but duplexes normally don't. Jill: Could they still put in a kitchen downstairs? Drew: There's
nothing in the code saying you can't put in a separate kitchen. Phil: I don't know if l'd go the
direction of a duplex. I don't see where we can do that because of the with width and total
area. Drew: lf you end up doing a modification like adding a kitchen, we'd still want to see 1
family dwelling on the plans. One unit or 2 units. lt would have to be 1 unit if we're going to
keep it that way. Ryan: Could the upstairs and downstairs be separated by a door? Drew: lt
could. Ryan: So, it could be private upstairs from the downstairs. Drew: Are there stairs right
now? Ryan:Yes. Drew: Nothing says you can't. ls there direct access to the outside in the
basement? Darin: Yes. Drew: That would be your egress. Roger: That seems like a good
solution. John: You're trying to accommodate your family and let it go as is. Ann: That works
for now, but eventually. Phil: After the kids leave it's time to sell it. Darin: We could still sell it
as a single dwelling. Phil: The duplex idea won't work, unless you buy property. Darin: We'd
have to buy a 4' strip across the back. Phil: lt still doesn't give you your width. You'd have
volume square footage wise. Darin: We'd have to get a variance for the width. Randall: lf
you look at the neighbors and nothing's available, the board can consider that you have no
ability to add on. Looking to the rear we can. That makes it more likely that this board can
consider it. Ann: Would you like us to table this? You could explore and possibly get more
property, or you can decide to go with the SFD. Darin: lf we decide to table this, we could
choose to come back or proceed . Ann: Yes. Come back in a month or two, let us know and
we'll get you on the agenda. Roger: I applaud you for trying to comply with the code. lf you
decide to call it a single-family home, you aren't crossing lines. lt's all supported with the
code. Ann:We'lltable this one and hopefully see you in a month or 2.
REQUEST FOR VARIANCE/SPECIALEXCEPTTON/CONDITIONAL USE APPEAL/ADMINISTRATIVE
APPEAL/NON.CONFORMING USE REGARDING PARKING FOR BUSINESS LOCATED AT 151 S.
MAIN STREET/RYAN ANDERSON & JEFF BARNEY/IRON AXE, LLC Ryan: We didn't have enough
parking on the property. We came up with a parking plan and it wasn't enough for the requirements.
We made a mistake when we did our number of lanes. We had what we thought were 10 lanes, but
upon your suggestion, we looked up the requirements for axe throwing. You classified us as a
shooting range and axe throwing has 2 targets per lane. We have 5 lanes, not 10, so we made that
adjustment. Ann:With that adjustment, do you have enough parking? Ryan: No. We learned that
we have to consider the additional square footage that was not considered as part of the throwing
area. Jeff: We have to have parking for that. Misty Anderson: The requirement for the City shooting
range requires 'l spot per lane plus 1 spot per 250 sq. ft. for storage. These guys have storage and
office rooms not being used, but they require more parking. We're seeking something conditional
that would allow us to park according to the throwing lanes instead of the total square footage.
Ann: How many should you have? Misty: With the lanes and square footage, it's 21 parking spaces.
We have 1 5, but we also have Soul Fitness in the back that requires 5 parking spots. lf we can go off
the 10 lanes and Soul Fitness in the back, we have enough as is. lt's the extra square footage that's
killing us. Ann: Why would they require parking for space? Randall: You'd be looking at the people
using the lanes and other people waiting or a group activity, there's potentially lots of different uses
for those areas. lt specifically talks about sales. lf they're selling something or storage space, you
have to add that in. Theoretically, it can require additional employees or customers to be there,
which requires more parking. Ann: When Polaris was there, you based their parking on the square
footage. Drew: Retail. Use of the building and square footage. Randall:This one is mixed. Some
portions tie directly to a lane. Those are 2 per lane or 1 per target and the rest is a catch all, Part of
the discussion with building and zoning, it was speaking of uses. Portions that are not and cannot be
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parking. We don't allow that for a new
used. That's potential space we would not have to count for
the entire thing' so we felt
building. In this .ur" *h"ru they're attempting to use portions and not
down where those areas are' Jill:
comfortable saying it's possibl", Urt that would require narrowing
if we can ignore the ones they're not
Does it matter if ,f,"y ient or own the building? Randall: Only
going to be used' Phil: Do they have
using. There's no ,"uron to count those ut"ui if they're not
That's an
Misty: There are several ofii." rooms that are not being used. Phil:
areas they,re not using?
-kno-wing
ho* much you are actually using and how much you need and how
option. Randall: Not
what it's potentially granting' Jill:
short you are. without those numbers, the board doesn'i know
laid out the
had a site map? Randall: Don (Boudreau) had a good one that
Would it help if
you? Drew: No'
to
talk
Did Justin come
rooms, but it didn'ispecify which on", uE b"ing used. Ryan:
you're partitioning offthe unused
but we did on the bungeu fitn"r, on the code aiarysis. Rbger: As
*ould be evident that is not a gathering
spaces, would you be Jbt" to put up a partition *uil thut
one's a door and it's locked'
place? Misty: yes. There are doors. Ryan: lt's a false wall and the other
the whole thing' Randall: lf a
Roger:That goes across the Polaris shliloom and you're not using
Ann: Do you have any idea on the
store is Vacant, we don't count it until something comes in there'
ft', maybe more' We calculated for one
square footage you don't use? Ryan: My guess L OOO sq.
the throwing lanes, the room the
room and the other 2 are about the sameiize. Misty: Outside
1,300-1,600 sq' ft' The lanes take up so
tables are in unO .uoything that's being used i-pro-bably
Ann: That would count because you're
much space. There isinotfier office thJy sharpen axes in.
to show that? Have you hired Mr' stein
using it. Drew: Did you reach out to your design professional
a parking analysis. Drew: lf we
to do that? Misty: We have not. We could ao it"'ai and if we need
plan. Ann: could we just say they can't use xhave to have separate spaces, how it looks, like a site
much they can use and say they can't use any
amount of space, since we don,t know what it is? How
it?. Roger: You wouldn't. Misty: Are we still
more of that? John: How would we monitor or regulate
tf that's the case, we're still going to be
attributing parking spaces to the square footage ,i.'r. usingl
lf we're requiring parking per the
over. we r,uue ,o,i.,,"'gurug. units tirat gives us 2 more rpac"s.
Randall: Anything yoY say now would have to be
square footage, it wilibe Jver the allott-ed amount.
put
above 50!rse, ft' extrabeyond the throwing lanes will
a variance or special exception' Anything
There's a.narrow lane that goes from
you past 17, if you;re counting trr"'uuyr 6"hina the building.
parking inirre back. There's dirt adding 5'-10' by 18'
Main street to 100 E. The design *u, io, parallel
parking-. we don't know what the numbers are yet.
where you courd ,,.,it u (t) parJiler into (2j angre
Randal!: Our guess is26-28 for the
Ann: How many are you short if you're ,ti"gil'," *frotJUuitaing?
bays pJlaris used before. Ann: lf we had
building and 1 7 is thl best if they ur" z ipoi, inside the
few less and they could put in a couple' Roger:
some numbers on less building, we could have a
them-up from. doing business' Randall said
Having accurate nu*b"r, wou-ld help. we're not holding
solution, the City would allow them to continue to
last month u, ong uiihey are working towards a
runs throigh the middle of the dirt' Randall:
operate. Misty: n-nother concern is a iroperty line that
ih"r. may not be enough room. lt'd be tight. In the
rt actualy runs through the buirding. rvritty'
par.k back there. lt's dark and scary. People use
back alley from a buiiness standpoint, p6r" won't
in
g"i,[" phone call that will say they've got people parking
ACE,s parking lot. Drew: l'm goin_g_t"
to justify thai and.let them know they need to
their facility, the pizza place or AcE haidware,'r'il need
The city's iequired to. make sure they have adequate
use the parking ailowed on the spot. iandari:
parking for the,Pizza Factory only' I spoke
parking. we won't spend a whole tot ottit* enforcing
and he said they're happy it's not Polaris'
with the manager to let him know this might affect them
we have to meet the letter to the extent that you
because they,d get trairers brocking their Entrance.
Ann:.There is the property line
ir*" know peop-re won't use the dark scary ailey. they
don,t vary it,
have no prace erse to go for
there. courd we use irruiu, p.rt of the hardship that
to put parking"u"n
that talks about the difficulty in obtaining
parking? R""d"lI;iheie,s a special u*."ptifn for parking
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parking in the area. We don't know how much they would need for angle parking in there vs. parallel
parking. lf you look at the map, it's messed up. You have the main building, then there's an
accessory building and the property line goes right through that building. l'm hoping there's an
agreement somewhere that allowed them to do that. Not only did they put a building there, but
they stored a lot of old sleds onto the residential property next to it. A portion of this is residential
property, which could be an option if it has some type of easement or something. lf you look at
Google maps, most of the stuff stored by Polaris is actually not on this piece of property. John: How
do you buy a piece of property and not define it? Phil: They didn't buy it. They're just renting it. Jill:
ls your landlord willing to help you out? Misty: He's tight on what he can do. He's trying to sellthe
building and he's taking a loss on renting it out. Phil: Should we table this and bring back more
drawings and information? Randall: What l'm looking at is are they asking the board to vary or
grant? We don't know yet. We don't know how many parking spots they need. How many they're
short. How much asphalt they need if they did have to add, The property lines close to the
residential line. I don't know if there's an agreement for Polaris to do that. John: There's so many
contingencies here. We need to narrow it down somehow. Roger: One of the things Randall said
was inquiring a design professionalto help guide you the through your parking issues and offer
interpretation of what the code is. Then present it to the building department. That's where their
expertise is. Phil: I hate to have you go back, but we need something more. Roger's right. lf you get
someone that does this and draws it up and bring it in and know exactly. Janet: Particularly the
square footage and what you're using and not using. That way Drew can calculate the number of
parking places. Drew: We'll check it per ordinance. Ann: lt's hard for us to grant a variance when we
don't have allthe information. The more you can give us, it's easier to say that you've explored every
option. In our minds, there are other options that we have to explore. We'll table it again. We'll get
you back on the agenda. Get us more information. The more you bring us the better.

ADJOURN: The meeting adjourned at7:24 p.m.

